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ABSTRACT 

Human rights are the set of rules and standards that are regulates the moral principles among the state. This 

study shows that, how the human rights and social work plays a vital role in the society to maintain the 

peace and to avoid fraudulent activities against the human. So here we discuss about the human rights and 

social work and their categories. It also shows relationship between the human rights and social work, it 

shows how the social work is helping the needy and providing their needs. It ensures the harmony among the 

people and how they live with their liberty in the society. This study clearly focuses how these work and rights 

goes together to maintain the justice among the nation. There are lot of rules and regulations are coming 

under these topics and some are discussed below. 
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INTRODUCTION 

HUMAN RIGHTS. 

It is a set of rules and regulation that created for the people in the nation. It is the basic right and liberty of 

an individual or a group of individuals. It protects the dignity and governs all human beings' activities there 

in a society. Human rights ensure the basic right of an individual. 

 

SOCIAL WORK. 

A social work is the activities like helping the needy and supporting their basic need in their difficult period. 

It is generally done by the social worker, who does this by his or her own interest to help others 

Human Rights Categories 

Human rights are essentially divided into two categories of civil and political rights, and social rights. This 

classification is important because it clears the concept of human rights further. Plus, they also make 

humans realize their role in different spheres. When we talk about civil and political rights, we refer to the 
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classic rights of humans. These rights are responsible for limiting the government’s authority that may affect 

any individual’s independence. Furthermore, these rights allow humans to contribute to the involvement of 

the government. In addition to the determination of laws as well. 

 

Next up, the social rights of people guide the government to encourage ways to plan various ways which will 

help in improving the life quality of citizens. All the governments of countries are responsible for ensuring 

the well-being of their citizens. Human rights help countries in doing so efficiently. Human Rights Categories 

 

Basic liberties are basically separated into two classes of common and political privileges, and social 

freedoms. This characterization is significant on the grounds that it gets the idea free from common 

liberties further. Additionally, they likewise cause people to understand their job in various circles. 

Whenever we discuss common and political privileges, we allude to the exemplary freedoms of people. 

These freedoms are answerable for restricting the public authority's position that might influence any 

singular's autonomy. Moreover, these privileges permit people to add to the inclusion of the public 

authority. Notwithstanding the assurance of regulations too. 

 

The civil and political rights include five connecting with actual honesty (privileges to life; independence 

from torment; independence from subjection; independence from erratic capture or confinement; and the 

right to sympathetic treatment under detainment). Five different rights connect with the singular's 

independence of thought and activity (in particular, opportunity of development and home; denial of removal 

of outsiders; opportunity of thought, still, small voice and strict conviction; opportunity of articulation; and 

the right to protection). One more four right concern the organization of equity (non imprisonment for 

obligation; fair preliminary — for which 16 extra rights are specified. the right to personhood under the law; 

and the right to balance under the watchful eye of the law). 

 

The economic, social and cultural rights reaffirmed in the International Bill of Human Rights incorporate 

four specialists' rights (the option to acquire a living by work uninhibitedly picked and acknowledged; the 

right to simply and great states of work; the option to frame and join worker's organizations; and the option 

to strike). Four others concern social insurance (federal retirement aide; help to the family, moms and kids; 

satisfactory way of life, including food, apparel and lodging; and the most noteworthy feasible degree of 

physical and emotional wellness 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Human Rights 

 

In the Universal Declaration of Human Rights the accompanying Articles stand apart as applicable Everyone is 

qualified for every one of the privileges and opportunities set out in this Declaration, without differentiation 

of any sort, like race, shading, sex, language, religion, political, or other assessment, public or social 

beginning, property, birth or other status, Everyone has the option to life, freedom, and the security of 

individual. Everybody has the option to leave any nation, including his own, and to get back to this country. 

Everybody has the option to an ethnicity. Nobody will be for arbitrary reasons denied of his ethnicity nor 

denied the option to change his identity. 

 

Sjoberg, Gill, and Williams (2001) give a meaning of common liberties as "Basic freedoms, as we 

conceptualize them, are claims made by people in assorted social and social frameworks upon "coordinated 

power connections" to propel the nobility of (or, all the more solidly, equivalent regard and worry for) 

individuals". The creators follow the humanistic writing of common freedoms research. Since the occasions 

of WWII, explicitly the Holocaust, basic liberties talk was presented. Before globalization it was more 

straightforward to fault the country state for submitting basic freedoms infringement. The country state, 

while still significant, presently plays a more vulnerable part in containing its impact. Transnational 

associations, (for example, NGOs or establishments like the World Bank) and super partnerships are turning 

out to be progressively more impressive and persuasive that the investigation of hierarchical power is what 

current common liberties examination is revolved around. 

 

Estevez (2012) composes that common freedoms are innately underlying assets since they are associated 

with the United Nations. Estevez alludes to Donnelly when she composes that 'basic freedoms' work since 

there is a covering agreement between countries on what equity is. Common freedoms are erga omnes 

standards which people have regardless of their ethnicity. Basic liberties regulation then can drive states to 

help out one another giving common freedoms its authenticity. 

 

Dunn (2009) composes that common liberties has been outlined two different ways: as citizenship-public 

sway privileges or basic freedoms (transnational). He expresses "the central issue of contrast between the 

citizenship perspective on privileges versus that of basic freedoms viewpoint spins around whether or not 
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freedoms are restrictive or unrestricted" 

Under citizenship freedoms, individuals can be counted upon to get backing and protection from their 

administration (assuming they qualify as a resident). Under transnational common freedoms citizenship 

status is immaterial. People merit privileges since they are human. Dunn observes that the common liberties 

system is considerably more significant for regarding the people who cross the U.S.- Mexico line. 

 

Simmons and Mueller (2014) compose that ideas like social relativism and universalism are restricting in 

that they don't contextualize common liberties enough. "Common liberties might have comprehensiveness, 

however they can't be separated from, or sorted out disregarding substantial circumstances in unambiguous, 

complex, and diverse settings. Be that as it may, in a globalized world, the setting in one nation can't be 

perceived in seclusion, disregarding the activities or inactions of different states and transnational 

entertainers".Human Development  

 

Alkire (2003) composes of human improvement as "the thriving of satisfaction of people in their homes and 

networks and the extension of important decisions" which focuses on development with value. These 

decisions are restricted to pay as well as wellbeing, training, innovation, the climate, and business. 

 

Anderson and Gerber (2008) outline improvement as having principles that "address fundamental issues, 

remembering security for the occasion of joblessness, ailment, inability, widowhood, and advanced age". As 

referenced in the presentation, human improvement is centered around hoisting networks to a better quality 

and has a cozy relationship with human security. 

Human Security 

Alkire (2003) advances the meaning of human security as having "the goal… tosafeguard the essential 

center of all human lives from basic inescapable dangers, in a way that is predictable with long haul human 

satisfaction". In their 1994 Human Development Report the U.N. characterized human security as 

independence from dread and independence from need. This included "security from constant dangers like 

appetite, illness, and suppression as well as assurance from unexpected and destructive interruptions in the 

examples of day to day existence whether in homes, in positions or in networks". Notwithstanding this 

essential definition they likewise added the mind boggling nature of current dangers, a strengthening of 

residents, and a non-forceful remittance of State power. They formed four essential qualities (widespread, 

individuals focused, associated, and early avoidance) and seven key parts (economy, food, wellbeing, 

climate, individual, local area and political security). Just over the most recent decade or so has the idea of 
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human security built up some decent momentum in numerous areas. One thing that is clear is that human 

security, or rather human dangers are progressively related between states. Implying that conflict, 

contamination, or work distress isn't held back inside one district, yet is impacted by individual frameworks 

at work. 

Looking at the 6th General Assembly of the U.N. (2010) we can see a more clear and smaller 

comprehension of human security and who is liable for it. Central issues incorporate the place that state run 

administrations are answerable for the prosperity of their residents, this dissemination of individuals, cash, 

and merchandise builds the dangers of instability and advancement is fundamental in supporting security. 

Security implies having "sound political, social, ecological, financial, military and social frameworks… ". 

New dangers, for example, environmental change and financial downturns have likewise additionally 

affected underestimated individuals all over the planet. Inward dangers like crime increment savagery in 

open regions and sabotage the wellbeing of the law. Since the U.N. upholds instruction and advancement, 

they are thusly challenging destitution, sickness, and appetite. The report is additionally under the 

assessment that solid security relies upon solid government, who can expect clashes and forestall them 

whenever the situation allows. Simultaneously nations can't uphold unfamiliar state run administrations that 

partake in abusive activities against their kin. Human security then, at that point, can possibly bring 

residents and their administration closer. Whenever violations against people happen we lose cash, trust, 

and obviously, lives. Strategies ought to be context oriented (that is, intended for the local area they are 

attempting to serve) and with the investment of numerous different entertainers so that all voices are heard. 

A definitive strengthening that individuals can reach is the point at which they take part in their own 

political power. 

Well-Being 

As researchers and backing individuals we are generally inspired by the persistent and obliterating issues 

that influence individuals in our district. Using an alternate tone, we might need toshift our concentration to 

the lighter side of human prosperity. One inquiry that emerges is satisfaction? A modest bunch of 

anthropologists tackle this inquiry as short expositions (Colson 2012). Mathews and Izquierdo characterize 

joy as "a subjective element of wellbeing and prosperity". Different researchers say satisfaction can't be 

characterized in light of the fact that it is a greater amount of an encounter. Bliss is then established in 

feelings, which are impacted by our current circumstance. Bodley composes that pioneers who are more 

centered around financial development might forfeit mutual satisfaction to arrive. Eventually the denied 

greater part might need to take care of industrialist development. At long last, Bodley composes that 
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satisfies individuals in a single culture may not in another and we ought to particularly think about the U.S. 

conviction of individualistic obligation regarding satisfaction.Social Justice 

Staples (2012) references Weil's idea of civil rights "civil rights infers obligation to reasonableness in our 

dealings with one another in the significant parts of our lives- the political, monetary, social and metro 

domains. In the public arena, civil rights ought to cultivate equivalent common freedoms, distributive 

equity, and a design of chance and be grounded in delegate and participatory majority rules government". 

In Staples' view, local area sorting out can be a strong power in executing civil rights. In associating equity 

with outsiders Seglow (2005) states "equity likewise concerns how we can help others, whether they have 

recently been impacted by our demonstrations or oversights, and how we should help individual individuals 

from our normal mankind" (accentuation in unique) 

 

CONCLUSION 

Human rights are most crucial for every individual in a country. Every person in country eligible to enjoy 

and benefitted by these rights. These rights are irrespective to the age, gender, caste and religion. It is a vital 

to see that the all people in the country receives the equal amount of rights. It also shows the standard of the 

nation. All the human rights are common, none of them are related to any religion. And each right as a specific 

role to play in the nation. Each and every human rights are used to protect the human beings in the nation. 

It assures that no other human beings are affected by these rights. It makes everyone to follow their rules and 

life style without any barriers and also without affecting others in a nation. Therefore, it makes others to think 

with a freedom. It helps the people to live in peaceful way. It avoids the restrictions of person to do 

whatever he thinks so, without affecting others. Freedom is helpful to people mobilize any state of our choice 

no one restricted. It gives the opportunities to allow travelling for other state for whatever you interested. 

Human rights are leads to the right path for everyone. Every human being trusts the court because it gives 

correct justice to every level of people and helps to take correct decision making.
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